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1. One deadline: 2030

2. One topic: The future of work (and of trade unions) in the digital economy

3. The main ‘drivers’ (that are likely to have an influence on the topic).
a) Social regulation

b) Employment relationship

c) Value chains

d) Collective organizations

e) Interaction human-machine

f) Cyberconfidence

4. For each driver: defining 4 or 5 hypothesis

5. Gathering hypothesis by drivers, and building scenarios.

What trends?
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What future for 
the unions?

1. Fragmentation
weakened unions in 

a dualized world
(‘two worlds of work’)

2. Reduced scope 
and new collaborations 
with self-organizations, 

(‘more autonomous 
world of work’)

3. Cooperativism
transformation of trade 

unions in a more 
participatory way
(‘peer-to-peer’)

4. Extinction
in a wild world left to the 

market forces, 
‘everyman-for-himself’

(‘world wild west’) 5. Strengthening
Increasing power, 

influence and legitimacy 
in a re-regulated world
(‘virtuous regulation’)

6. Perverted
unions as a tool that 
serves power, in an 
authoritarian world

(‘dance the dictator’)



Scenario 1: « Two Worlds of Work »
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1. Fragmentation
weakened unions in 

a dualized world
(‘two worlds of work’)

a) Current trends continues. Less and less regulation.

b) Union’s representativity decreasing

c) Collective bargaining: mainly at company level (if so)

d) Employment relationship : workers are either

o employees in big companies, with TU (and CB)
or
o subcontractor in SMEs, or self-employed

without TU: online outsourcing, crowdworkers,
etc.

e) Concentration of the big IT companies and platforms;
capturing most of the added value (monopolistic
value chains)



Scenario 2: « Autonomous Work »
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2. Reduced scope 
and new collaborations 
with self-organizations, 

(‘more autonomous 
world of work’)

a) Confusion about employment status and weakening of “employee” status

b) Start-ups, freelance and autonomous types of work: “Looking for a market
rather than an employer”

c) Better jobs for high skilled / precarity for lower skilled. Polarization.

d) Collective organisation :
o Traditional TU out of date. New networking organisations; bottom-up,

self-organisation, on professional level (‘guilds’).
o TU movement needs to adapt, in particular for the lower skilled workers



Scenario 3: « Peer-to-peer »
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3. Cooperativism
transformation of trade 

unions in a more 
participatory way
(‘peer-to-peer’)

a) General failure of the old system of predatory capitalism

b) Rising social consciousness: local and circular
economy at cities level. ‘Glocal’ open economy. 

c) Production reorganized in a more democratic and 
sustainable way in the service of caring for humans. 

d) Socialization of technology: networks, platforms, algorithms, blockchain and 
artificial intelligence serving ‘glocal’ solidarities

e) Employment relationship: ‘Post-work’ society. Human needs are met through
time sharing, co-working, cooperative work. Individuals are self-managed and 
self-organized. 

f) TU movement needs to transform its role: reinventing social protection 
system; protection of human rights (+ housing, education, mobility); becoming 
mediators of the local and global. Etc.



Scenario 4: « World Wild West »
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4. Extinction
in a wild world left to the 

market forces, 
‘everyone-for-himself’

(‘world wild west’)

a) New crisis and collapse of the €: radical weakening of the govs and social 
organizations

b) IT and financial companies concentrate their super-power

c) Social regulation: left to the market. No more labour law. Employment
contracts substituted by service contracts (gig economy, platform workers, 
online outsourcing, etc.) 

d) Collective organisation:
o Predominance of individual solutions (competition)
o Increase of social inequalities
o Massive disaffiliation from TUs, lack of interest in 

collective bargaining
o Extreme fragmentation of tasks and jobs

o Increased cyber-control of the workers



Scenario 5: « Virtuous regulation »
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5. Strengthening
Increasing power, 

influence and legitimacy 
in a re-regulated world
(‘virtuous regulation’)

a) Political growing awareness that unregulated markets lead to social disruptions.

b) Strong re-regulation at EU level, by adopting :
o the end of tax competition
o the end of social competition: legally-binding framework agreements

between ETUFs and multinational corporations: same rights for all workers
o mechanisms of dispute resolution (social rights, H&S, wages, etc.)
o reduced working hours and a better sharing of the working time

c) State-level clarifying employment status and social protection rights

d) TUs, NGOs and consumers organisations coalitions act as watchdogs

e) Transnational unions perform
collective bargaining at
the transnational level
and they participate in
the governance of
corporations.



Scenario 6: « Dance the Dictator »
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6. Perverted
unions as a tool that 
serves power, in an 
authoritarian world

(‘dance the dictator’)

a) Multiplication of crisis (migration, cyberattacks, climate, energy…) and world 
instability: rapid rise of authoritarian regimes of ‘national unity’

b) People (and business) addicted to their digital lives call for much higher security. 

c) IT industry offers to solve problems, and obtain in return new deregulated and 
IT-mediated working practices and consumerism

d) New techno-paternalism is set up: digital scoring system measure performance, 
discipline, health of the workers, etc.

e) Rights are clarified, but weakened. People are 
working harder, for less money. Your social rights
depend on your digital scores.

f) Trade Union co-oped by the State (and IT companies). 
Only 1 official TU is allowed by country. The new role of the TU is to make sure 
the system works ‘well’. 



Thanks for your attention
Special thanks to: Aïda Ponce, Vera Dos Santos, Kristof Braekeleire
And to all the participants to the seminars of the Foresight Unit:
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Zibell Laurent IndustriAll EU
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ZIBELL Laurent IndustriAll EU

Experts and Academics (June 2017) TU Representatives (November 2017)



Join the live poll
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To enable Live Polling:
With iOS: With Android:



What future for the unions?
1. Fragmentation?
(two worlds of work)

2. Adaptation?
(autonomous work)

3. Transformation?
(peer-to-peer)

4. Extinction?
(world wild west)

5. Strenghtening?
(virtuous regulation)

6. Perversion?
(dance the dictator)

POLL OPEN



What future for the unions?
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1 Fragmentation? 
(two worlds of work)

57.14%

2 Adaptation?
(autonomous work)

0%

3 Transformation?
(peer-to-peer)

28.57%

4 Extinction?
(world wild west)

0%

5 Strenghtening?
(virtuous regulation)

0%

6 Perversion?
(dance the dictator)

14.29%


